Playing creates a quiet atmosphere
in the waiting room
“Children can get bored easily especially when they
have to wait. So give them the opportunity to play ensuring
a more relaxed environment for all.”

The power of playing

Our full-service philosophy

This is what we hear from our clients all over
the world, every single day. Our play concepts
are accessible, educational, and most of all,
great fun. You can choose between single
modules, (interactive) games, extensive playgrounds, and everything in between. This is how
you create a quiet, relaxed waiting time which
pays off in shorter consultations, a higher
patient satisfaction, and children who are less
stressed.

This means that we take care of everything. You
only have to choose which play concepts best
meets your wishes and requirements. We do the
rest. Our full-service philosophy translates into:

Safety is our number one priority

Specialist in care and well-being

Especially when dealing with playing children.
That is why we produce all products in our
factory so we can guarantee the safety of our
products at all times. All our products are also
SGS certiﬁed according to the EN-71 standard,
which means that they are guaranteed to be
safe and durable. Furthermore, during the
design and production process, hygiene is one
of our focal points: our products are always
easy to clean.

We have been collaborating with hospitals, GPs,
dentists, pharmacies, and many more stakeholders in healthcare. That is why we know what
works. Would you like to know more about the
power of playing? We’ll be happy to offer our
advice!

Turning play into proﬁt

International Kids Concepts
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sales@ikcplay.com

• extensive advice
• choice from our collections
• or: a custom design
• complete installation and maintenance
• broad warranty

HEALTHCARE

IKC READY-TO-PLAY
Wall games
Interactive play systems
Softplay
IKC COLLECTIONS
IKC Classic
IKC Monster
IKC Arctic
IKC ELEMENTS
Play systems
Wall panels
Play houses
Fences
EPDM ﬂoor
Mural design
Software

Child-friendly healthcare
institutions go for
ultimate play value!

IKC CUSTOM MADE
Play corners
Custom software
IKC FURNITURE
Kids furniture
Softplay

A pleasant atmosphere in the waiting room
Relaxed children and parents
Shorter consultations
The visit is a positive experience for children
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“Our doctors have noticed how much
more relaxed children are when
entering the consultation room
making appointments much easier.”
Facility manager
Maasstad Hospital Rotterdam

